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Executive Summary 

The importance and prevalence of geospatial data has increased significantly in the last few 

years. From the growth in Environmental Justice Mapping tools within State and Federal 

government, to the explosion of maps indicating COVID-19 prevalence and incidence rates 

during the pandemic, geospatial data and mapping have become pivotal tools for both internal 

decision-making and external communication and outreach. Despite huge gains for consumers 

and stakeholders through increased accessibility to technologies for creating and accessing 

these data, not all geospatial data are created equally, nor does it all meet the requirements of 

government applications and public services. The growing utility of geospatial data and its 

recognition as a vital component of government decision-making creates a critical opportunity 

to improve investment, development, and governance of geospatial data, thereby increasing 

access to high quality, authoritative geospatial data layers. 

 

The Oregon Geographic Information Council 

(OGIC) created this strategic plan to guide the 

development, management, and use of geospatial 

data in Oregon. Based on the legislative mandate 

given to the Council in ORS 276A.500-515, this 

plan focuses specifically on geospatial Framework 

data and how that subset of geospatial data is 

governed and shared between public bodies. 

Therefore, OGIC developed this strategic plan to 

guide the ongoing growth and support of the 

Oregon Framework Program for 2023 through 

2026, recognizing the Framework Program as the 

primary geospatial data governance program for 

Oregon public bodies1. 

 

This plan describes a shared state vision and mission for the Oregon Framework Program. 

Vision: Authoritative, reliable geospatial data are available and accessible 

when and where needed to support the equitable provision of services 

across the state of Oregon. 

Mission: The Oregon Geographic Information Council oversees Oregon’s 

Framework Program in providing a consistent and reliable network of 

geospatial resources and data for all Oregonians. 

 
The plan also includes goals, objectives, and anticipated outcomes in areas of critical importance to the 

sustainable development of Oregon’s Framework Program. 

 
1 “Public Body” has the meaning given that term in ORS 174.109 (ORS 276A.500 (6)). Public body means 

state government bodies, local government bodies and special government bodies (ORS 174.109) 
[2001c.74 §2]. Also see Appendix A. 

What is Geospatial Framework Data? 

“Geospatial framework data” means 

geographic information that a public body, 

under applicable provisions of law, or on the 

basis of scientific methodology, technical 

standards or technical expertise creates, 

generates, provides or aggregates, and that 

the Oregon Geographic Information Council, 

in consultation with the public body, 

identifies as necessary to support the 

business processes of a governmental 

agency. 

ORS 276A.500 
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Goal 1: Improve Data Sharing and Accessibility 

• Objective 1a. Prioritize data for development within Framework Program Grant Program 

• Objective 1b. Ensure integration of geospatial data with Federal databases and/or standards 

• Objective 1c.  Define imagery portfolio for Oregon and determine long-term funding strategy 

• Objective 1d. Coordinate with local governments to increase data sharing and aggregation 
 

Goal 2: Expand Data Governance 

• Objective 2a. Create data standards and stewardship plans for foundational datasets 

• Objective 2b. Complete data inventory for all geospatial Framework data elements 

• Objective 2c. Build continued alignment between enterprise data governance activities 

and the Framework Program 

 
Through Oregon’s Framework Program, stakeholders have made progress in development and 

management of some of the most critical Framework data sets, which also creates 

opportunities for collaboration and improvement. This Strategic Plan is designed to lay a 

foundation for furthering growth and investment in the Oregon Framework Program and in the 

governance of geospatial data assets as vital resources for decision-making, program 

administration, and education and outreach. Through implementation of the goals and 

objectives identified within this Plan, Oregon will build its geospatial data management 

maturity and continue growing a cohesive community of data stewards and data users all 

focused on the shared vision of managing geospatial data for the public good. 
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Introduction 

What Are Geospatial Data and Why Are These Data Important to Oregon? 

People and organizations benefit from geospatial data daily. All levels of government operating 
in Oregon rely upon location-based information (geospatial data) as a key component of 
consistent and equitable provisioning of services across the state. Geospatial data and mapping 
technologies ensure the right resource is deployed to the right location as needs arise. Location-
based data is one of the critical elements used in planning, emergency response and mitigation, 
food production, economic growth, workforce development, public health and welfare, 
elections, and the legislative representation of all citizens. It provides the ability to integrate a 
wide variety of data and services into infrastructure that contributes to the overall health and 
functioning of our society.   

What is Oregon’s Framework Program? 

In the early 1990’s, the federal government initiated a program to encourage states to 
develop seven statewide geographic datasets to facilitate the delivery of critical services to 
citizens and maximize public investment in transforming data into useable information. These 
thematic datasets are collectively referred to as Framework and are an integral component of 
the National Spatial Data Infrastructure. In 2001, Oregon envisioned its own framework effort, 
going beyond the national vision, and designated an additional eight themes as Framework. At 
that time, these themes were further defined as a collection of multiple datasets that are 
organized on a common topic. For example, the Transportation Theme includes individual 
datasets for road centerlines, railroads, bridges, culverts, etc. Today, there are 16 Framework 
Themes and over 200 Framework datasets, also known as data elements, that are identified 
as being necessary to support government services in Oregon. 

Oregon’s Framework Program consists of the 
technology, policies, criteria, standards, data, and 
people necessary to promote geospatial data 
management and sharing throughout the Federal, 
State, Tribal, and local governments, and the private 
sector including nonprofit organizations and higher 
educational institutions. 

In 2017, the Oregon Legislature formally recognized 
the growing need to improve geospatial data sharing 
and governance among public bodies by passing a law 
that strengthens the way Oregon government 
organizations manage and share geospatial data (ORS 
276A.500-515). This law codified the Oregon 
Geographic Information Council (OGIC) as the lead 
entity with responsibility for overseeing the strategic
development and governance of geospatial Framework data including the development, 
implementation, and review of policies, practices, and standards. 

Over the years, Oregon’s spatial infrastructure has become more robust as the use of digital 
data and technology have increased to form a knowledge-driven society. Geospatial data 
sharing and management across jurisdictions is imperative to support government services 
and all will benefit from a collaborative approach to advancing Oregon’s Framework Program. 

Figure 1 Oregon's Spatial Infrastructure 
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How is Oregon’s Framework Program Being Advanced? 

For data sharing and data-informed decision making to be effective and equitable, public 
bodies need access to high quality, authoritative, and current geospatial data layers for 
shared decision-making. Oregon’s Framework Program is the primary driving force behind 
the creation of statewide, authoritative, and open geospatial data. As the Executive body 
responsible for Oregon’s Framework Program, OGIC recognizes that further growth and 
development of the Oregon Framework Program is a necessity for fostering continued 
geospatial data sharing and development amongst public bodies. 

Through the past several years, Oregon state 

government and public bodies have taken 

critical actions to memorialize the value of 

data and information governance and sharing 

in supporting government services and policy 

decisions. The codification of ORS 276A.500-

515 imbued OGIC with appropriate authority 

to lead and drive enterprise data governance 

of Framework data layers and the 

forthcoming launch of GEOHub. This is the 

first time that the State of Oregon has offered 

a secure data sharing portal for the benefit of 

all public bodies in the state. GEOHub offers 

new opportunities for public bodies to share 

secure geospatial Framework data with each 

other to support coordination and 

collaboration. 

Additionally, Oregon hired its first Chief Data Officer in 2019, recognizing the need for formal executive 
leadership and accountability for all data assets within the State, including geospatial data. Under the 
leadership of the Chief Data Officer, the State has launched its first enterprise data strategy, Open Data 
Program, and Statewide Data Governance Policy, which provide critical frameworks of support and 
engagement for the geospatial community to further expand and formalize roles and responsibilities 
around data management, use, sharing, and publication. The State’s continued investment in 
managing data as a strategic asset provides OGIC and the geospatial community critical opportunities 
to further grow and expand the governance and use of geospatial data within Oregon. 

Oregon’s Framework Program depends on the active commitment and participation of local, regional, 

state, federal and tribal governments, the private sector, academia, and nonprofit organizations. This 

multifaceted web of relationships is being advanced by data-focused laws and policies and aligns with 

other recent data initiatives such as the Oregon Data Strategy. These statutes and policies underscore 

the growing reliance of government services on geospatial data and informed decision-making. 

Purpose of the Oregon Framework Program Strategic Plan 

With new geospatial data sharing infrastructure being offered to public bodies alongside a strong and 

cohesive vision for enterprise data governance within Oregon, now is an opportune time to 

reinvigorate and provide greater structure and vision to the Oregon Framework Program. Based on 

WHY GEOSPATIAL DATA & DATA 
SHARING IS IMPORTANT 
Example: Environmental Justice Mapping 

House Bill 4077 (2022) requires the 

Environmental Justice Council, with support 

from State agencies, to develop an 

environmental justice mapping tool focused on 

addressing community needs and supporting 

environmental justice and environmental 

health equity within Oregon. This tool will 

require high quality, authoritative geospatial 

data layers to produce a tool that answers 

challenging policy questions related to 

environmental justice and public health. 
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Vision 
Authoritative, reliable geospatial data are available and accessible when and where needed to 

support the equitable provision of services across the state of Oregon. 

Mission 
The Oregon Geographic Information Council oversees Oregon’s Framework Program in providing a 

consistent and reliable network of geospatial resources and data for all Oregonians. 

these opportunities, the Oregon Geographic Information Council has developed this strategic plan to 

guide ongoing growth and support of the Oregon Framework Program as the primary geospatial data 

governance program for Oregon public bodies and in alignment and support of Oregon’s Data Strategy. 

The strategies identified by the Council in this plan are intended to improve the management, 

accessibility and sharing of geospatial datasets for the benefit of all public bodies. More efficient 

management and sharing of geospatial information will enable government agencies at all levels to 

provide services more consistently and equitably across Oregon. 

 

 

Shared Vision and Mission 

The Oregon Geographic Information Council (OGIC) worked collaboratively with the Geographic 

Information Officer and participants of Oregon’s Framework Program to review and refresh the shared 

state vision and mission. 
 
 

As reflected in this vision statement, OGIC recognizes the critical need for all public bodies to have 

authoritative and reliable geospatial data to ensure that government services are provided across the 

state of Oregon. A vibrant spatial infrastructure must be available in all corners of Oregon for the 

benefit of society, the economy, and the environment. 
 
 

As reflected in this mission statement, the purpose of Oregon’s Framework Program is to design, 

develop, acquire, maintain, and enhance geospatial resources and data for all Oregonians. The 

Program coordinates the ever-evolving collection of data, information, technology, standards, policies, 

and people required to achieve the shared vision. It recognizes authoritative sources of geospatial 

data, supports data stewardship, and advocates for data standardization which provides shared 

benefits for all. 

 
 

Strategic Goals & Objectives 

Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) 276A.503 requires OGIC to “oversee the preparation and 

maintenance of a plan to enhance geographic framework information sharing and management 

and to enhance coordination with respect to geographic framework information among public 

bodies within this state”. The following goals are focused on critical components to expand the 

growth and maturity of the Framework Program, with objectives identified to advance these 

strategic goals to achieve the stated anticipated outcomes. 
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Goal 1: Improve Data Sharing and Accessibility 
Objective 1a.  Prioritize data for development within Framework Program Grant Program 

Anticipated Outcome: Consensus amongst Framework Program participants on the definition 

and identification of foundational datasets to establish and inform funding priorities and data 

development needs 

 

Objective 1b. Ensure integration of geospatial data with Federal databases and/or standards 

Anticipated Outcome: Greater standardization and integration improves cross-jurisdictional 

collaboration 

 
Objective 1c. Define imagery portfolio for Oregon and determine long-term funding 

strategy Anticipated Outcome: Consensus amongst Framework Program participants on 

priority imagery products and update frequencies; Resourcing strategy and a successful 

pilot initiative to establish sustainable funding mechanisms for imagery products 

 

Objective 1d. Coordinate with local governments to increase data sharing and aggregation 

Anticipated Outcome: Authoritative data from local governments are aggregated for public 

body use resulting in more accurate, data informed decision-making 

 

 
Goal 2: Expand Data Governance 
Objective 2a. Create data standards and stewardship plans for foundational datasets 

Anticipated Outcome: Consensus amongst Framework Program participants on the definition 

and identification of foundational datasets; Framework Program data management practices 

and standards support the governance of data throughout its lifecycle. 

 
Objective 2b. Complete data inventory for all geospatial Framework data elements 

Anticipated Outcome: Framework Program participants review the current data 

inventory and document key attributes for each to improve the management of the 

data. 

 
Objective 2c. Build continued alignment between enterprise data governance activities and 

the Framework Program 

Anticipated Outcome: Framework Program operations and procedures will leverage the 

state data strategy and enterprise data governance policies to promote a more integrated 

approach to data sharing and accessibility 

 
 

Implementation 

The success of the Oregon Framework Program relies upon the consistent and active participation of 

the Oregon Geographic Information Council, Federal, State, and local governments, special service 
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districts, tribal governments, public bodies, private and non-profit industries and organizations, and 

the GIS community at-large. The diversity and breadth of stakeholders involved in the creation and 

management of geospatial data at a statewide level means that each objective identified within this 

strategy requires a commitment of time, effort, and energy from all parties to realize OGIC’s vision. 

The Framework Program also aligns directly to and supports other enterprise data initiatives, such as 

the Open Data Program, Oregon Data Strategy, and Statewide Data Governance Policy, all of which are 

focused on the growth and development of high quality, authoritative data to inform and support 

decision making and equitable service delivery to Oregonians. The Oregon Framework Program is the 

geospatial-oriented arm of these initiatives, in direct support of the Chief Data Officer and Geographic 

Information Officer’s mandate to improve the State’s leveraging of data as a strategic asset. 

 

Implementation Approach 

The Oregon Geographic Information Council (OGIC) serves as the strategic and executive body 

responsible for guiding the implementation of the goals and objectives identified within this plan. 

Many stakeholder groups are represented on the Council, including counties, cities, special districts, 

tribal government, 911 centers, and other public and private entities that create, share, or utilize 

geospatial data. OGIC’s central focus is to provide executive leadership coordinating geospatial 

activities between, among, and within the stakeholder groups by establishing policy and facilitating 

activities that enhance and support the Oregon Framework program.  

The tactical and operational work to be carried 

out in support of this strategic plan will be led by 

the Oregon Geospatial Enterprise Office in 

partnership with OGIC Committees, and 

performed by Framework Program participants 

and participating organizations who are identified 

as data custodians and stewards. 

OGIC Work Plans 
In addition to the adoption of this strategic plan, 

the Council will create a biennial work plan to 

formalize OGIC activities that should occur in 

parallel to the Framework Program activities. 

Creating an OGIC work plan acknowledges that OGIC members have roles and responsibilities in 

addition to the oversight of the Oregon Framework Program. Therefore, the work plan will have the 

following components: 

• OGIC Activities and Strategies 

o OGIC’s strategies to improve geospatial framework data sharing to reduce 

duplication of effort and improve the coordination of data sharing by public 

bodies. 

 
o OGIC committees, roles and responsibilities associated with OGIC’s own 

strategies to improve data sharing and management by public bodies 
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• Framework Program Oversight 

o OGIC committees, roles, and responsibilities associated with specific 

Framework Program strategic goals and outcomes 

 
o OGIC Champions designated to lead the efforts associated with a specific 

Framework Program goal. These champions will support the Council by 

meeting with the Framework Theme leads and teams, developing 

implementation plans, identifying milestones and timelines, and working 

with the Geographic Information Officer (GIO) and Geospatial Data 

Governance Coordinator to support Framework activities associated with 

each objective. 

 

Geospatial Enterprise Office 

The GIO, as primary staff support to OGIC, is responsible for oversight of the portfolio of goals and 

identifying any areas where OGIC support is needed to remove obstacles, identify potential 

stakeholder groups for engagement, offer staff and time resources to ensure work is completed, and to 

provide strategic oversight of the goals and outcomes identified within this plan. The Geospatial Data 

Governance Coordinator supports the activities of the Framework Program and will work in tandem 

with the GIO to advance the goals and objectives. 

Framework Program Participation 
As stated above, the shared vision and mission are written and implemented to support the public 

good and for the benefit of all Oregonians. The operational needs of government often cross 

jurisdictional boundaries, and therefore collaboration and sharing among all levels of government, 

academia, non-profits, and the public are needed. Everyone benefits when we can create efficiencies 

and improvements in government service delivery. 

Measuring Progress 
Included in implementation is the development of performance metrics and success indicators to 

determine whether the strategic goals and objectives are meeting their anticipated outcomes. 

Performance management is a critical component of success, as data collected in this process will 

inform OGIC of future actions, identify whether goals and objectives have had the anticipated impact 

and outcomes, and enable better management of the Framework Program in the future. 

The Geospatial Enterprise Office and OGIC champions will coordinate with the Framework theme 

leaders to identify appropriate and reasonable metrics that support the goals and objectives in this 

plan. The OGIC champions will be responsible for reporting to OGIC the status of the metrics, barriers 

preventing advancement of objectives, and requests for assistance by Framework participants. 

 
 

Conclusion 

Geospatial data contains immense opportunity to improve outcomes, increase efficiency, and 

address statewide social challenges. However, for Oregon to leverage geospatial data 
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effectively, we must have high-quality, authoritative, timely data that is available when and 

where needed to aid all public bodies in making decisions. The Strategic Plan for Geospatial Data 

Management outlines the critical priorities for the Oregon Geographic Information Council in 

building and expanding upon the previous successes and strengths of the Oregon Framework 

Program, and in taking advantage of new enterprise opportunities to expand and increase 

investment and participation in geospatial data governance. While this plan covers a brief 

period of time (2023-26), the ongoing investment in managing data as a strategic asset is a long-

term transformational effort that will better equip public bodies and the State of Oregon to 

deliver efficient, effective, and equitable services to all Oregonians. 
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Appendix A 

Public Body Definition 
 
 

“Public Body” has the meaning given that term in ORS 174.109 (ORS 276A.500 (6)). Public body 

means state government bodies, local government bodies and special government bodies (ORS 174.109) 
[2001 c.74 §2]. 
 
“State government” is defined in ORS 174.111 as the executive department, the judicial department and 
the legislative department. [2001 c.74 §3]  
 
“Local government” and “local service district” is defined as all cities, counties and local service districts 
located in this state, and all administrative subdivisions of those cities, counties and local service 
districts (ORS 174.116). The definition of local service districts includes many specific district types. 
Metropolitan service districts, also commonly referred to as regional governments, are included in ORS 
174.116 (2)(h).  
 
“Special government body” is defined in ORS 174.117 and includes commonly known special districts 
such as school districts and other specifically defined districts. The definition of special government body 
includes public universities listed in ORS 352.002 including University of Oregon, Oregon State 
University, Portland State University, Oregon Institute of Technology, Western Oregon University, 
Southern Oregon University, and Eastern Oregon University.  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Detailed list of public bodies as defined in Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 
**see the ORS for the full text that contains additional clauses/information** 

 
I. State Government (ORS 174.111) 

a) Executive Department – see ORS 174.112 for more information and exceptions 

i) All statewide elected officers other than judges 

ii) All boards, commissions, departs, divisions and other entities within the executive branch of 

government as described in Article III, section 1, of the Oregon Constitution 

b) Judicial Department – see ORS 174.113 for more information 

i) Supreme Court 

ii) Court of Appeals 

iii) Oregon Tax Court 

iv) Circuit Courts and their administrative divisions 

c) Legislative Department – see ORS 174.114 for more information 

i) Legislative Assembly 

ii) Committees of the Legislative Assembly and their administrative divisions and committees 

 

 

II. Local Government (ORS 174.116) 

a) Cities and their administrative subdivisions 
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b) Counties and their administrative subdivisions 

c) Local Service Districts and their administrative subdivisions 

i) An economic improvement district created under ORS 223.112 to 223.132 or 223.141 to 
223.161. 

ii) A people’s utility district organized under ORS chapter 261. 
iii) A domestic water supply district organized under ORS chapter 264. 
iv) A cemetery maintenance district organized under ORS chapter 265. 
v) A park and recreation district organized under ORS chapter 266. 
vi) A mass transit district organized under ORS 267.010 to 267.394. 
vii) A transportation district organized under ORS 267.510 to 267.650. 
viii) A metropolitan service district organized under ORS chapter 268. 
ix) A translator district organized under ORS 354.605 to 354.715. 
x) A library district organized under ORS 357.216 to 357.286. 
xi) A county road district organized under ORS 371.055 to 371.110. 
xii) A special road district organized under ORS 371.305 to 371.360. 
xiii) A road assessment district organized under ORS 371.405 to 371.535. 
xiv) A highway lighting district organized under ORS chapter 372. 
xv) A 9-1-1 communications district organized under ORS 403.300 to 403.380. 
xvi) A health district organized under ORS 440.305 to 440.410. 
xvii) A sanitary district organized under ORS 450.005 to 450.245. 
xviii) A sanitary authority, water authority or joint water and sanitary authority organized 

under ORS 450.600 to 450.989. 
xix) A county service district organized under ORS chapter 451. 
xx) A vector control district organized under ORS 452.020 to 452.170. 
xxi) A rural fire protection district organized under ORS chapter 478. 
xxii)  A geothermal heating district organized under ORS chapter 523. 
xxiii) An irrigation district organized under ORS chapter 545. 
xxiv) A drainage district organized under ORS chapter 547. 
xxv)       A diking district organized under ORS chapter 551. 
xxvi) A water improvement district organized under ORS chapter 552. 
xxvii) A water control district organized under ORS chapter 553. 
xxviii) A district improvement company or a district improvement corporation organized under 

ORS chapter 554. 
xxix) A weather modification district organized under ORS 558.200 to 558.440. 
xxx)      A fair district formed under ORS chapter 565. 
xxxi) A soil and water conservation district organized under ORS 568.210 to 568.808 and 

568.900 to 568.933. 
xxxii) A weed control district organized under ORS 569.350 to 569.445. 
xxxiii) A port organized under ORS 777.005 to 777.725 and 777.915 to 777.953. 
xxxiv) The Port of Portland created under ORS 778.010. 
xxxv) An airport district established under ORS chapter 838. 
xxxvi) A heritage district organized under ORS 358.442 to 358.474. 
xxxvii) A radio and data district organized under ORS 403.500 to 403.542. 
xxxviii) A sand control district organized under ORS 555.500 to 555.535. 
xxxix) The urban flood safety and water quality district created under ORS 550.150 to 550.400. 

[2001 c.74 §7; 2003 c.802 §1; 2007 c.562 §18; 2009 c.584 §19; 2015 c.560 §13; 2019 c.621 
§27] 
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III. Special Government (ORS 174.117) 
a) Public corporation created under a statute of Oregon 

b) School District 

c) Public Charter School established under ORS chapter 338 

d) Education Service District 

e) Community College District or Community College Service District established under ORS 

chapter 341 

f) Intergovernmental body formed by two or more public bodies 

g) Any entity created by statute, ordinance or resolution that is not part of state or local 

government  

h) Public University listed in ORS 352.002 

i) Oregon State University 

ii) University of Oregon 

iii) Portland State University 

iv) Oregon Institute of Technology 

v) Western Oregon University 

vi) Southern Oregon University 

vii) Eastern Oregon University 

 
 
 


